Our Patient Centered volunteer team gave away ice scrapers during a recent snow storm and collected colleagues’ thoughts about what it means to be Patient Centered. Some of their thoughts included:

- “Compassion”
- “Advocating”
- “Humanity”
- “Understanding”
- “Teamwork”
- “Respect”

During this month when we celebrate this value, take a few moments to talk with your team about what Patient Centered means to you.

A left, Financial Analyst Marie Kimball shares her thoughts on what it means to be Patient Centered. At right, Christine Zagarella, a nurse on R7, poses with her Patient Centered ice scraper.

Plowing Through

Snow plows were out in full force Thursday, February 9, clearing our driveways and sidewalks to make sure our patients could get to the hospital.

Thank you to our employees who braved the snow, wind, — some even stayed overnight — to be here for our patients.
Need a Last-Minute Valentine’s Gift?  
Visit the Flower Box, Gift Shop and Boutique at MMC for cards, chocolates, jewelry and flowers, and you won’t go home empty-handed.

February Anniversaries

35 Years
Noreen Edwards,
Gibson Pavilion
Elizabeth Stuart,
Family Birth Center

30 Years
Kathleen Bennett, CICU
Gina DiBiase, OR
Judith Garcia, P6
Sachiko Hart,
Clinical Engineering

25 Years
Timothy Dunn, Cardiology
Diane Gray, Radiology

20 Years
Rebeccah Barter, R3
Mary Becker,
Palliative Care
Mark Flaherty,
Sterile Processing Dept.
Judith Higgins,
Admin Office
Colin McLean,
Surgical Tech School
Jane Nunan, R6
Charlene Robinson,
Distribution

15 Years
Jane Andrews,
Nutrition Services
Hasan Bedak, EVS
Paul Caron, IS
Megan Curtis, Urology
Teri Flynn, OR
Elizabeth Gaudet, NICU
Jasminka Gluić-Koprenica,
Family Medicine
Robert Lowell, Copy Center
Betty Wagner, IS
Elizabeth Westburg,
Dialysis
Kimberly Wick, Anesthesia
and Pain Management

10 Years
Tammy Ashey, R1
Teresa Brake,
Vocational Services
MaryAnn Clay, EVS
Alan Goodfellow,
Pharmacy
Laura Gregoire, NICU
Dorice Groshon, BBCH
Christina Hart, R3
Mary LaFond, OR
Kelly Lemery,
Family Medicine

5 Years
Nichole Anderson,
Radiology
Kristine Browne, Oncology
Cheryl Campbell,
Cardiology
John Dalton, IS
Bridgette Dow, SSC

Philip Maloney,
Linen Processing
Lorraine McLaughlin,
Pulmonary Medicine
Melissa Nickerson,
Nursing Offices
Matthew Poirier, Anesthesia
and Pain Management
Jeanette Pretorius,
Oncology
Jill Rich, R6
Brandon Romano,
Facilities Development
Daniel Smart,
Pulmonary Medicine
Hidi St Peter,
Nursing Offices
Shaunnalea Trefethen,
Outpatient Care
Tammy Whitney, CCN
Karen Wilde, BBCH

Shayna Dupont, Cardiology
Lynd Fotusky,
Physical Therapy
Nicole Frechette, Brighton Medical Center
Kimberly Gammon,
Otolaryngology
Jennifer Gervais, OR
John Hawkes, IS
Anne Hill,
Clinical Engineering
Becky Jackson,
Primary Care
Ashley Leonard, Radiology
Mary Louie, Cardiology
Nikita Melnikov,
Admin Office
Meghan Milan,
Endocrinology & Diabetes
Kathleen Mulkern, ED
Elaine Mullin,
Population Health
Morgan O’Donnell,
Admin Office
January Pocock, P3CD
Tracy Simoneau, EVS
Katelyn Storton,
Supply Chain
Michelle Thomes, R3
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